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There are tens of  millions of  diamonds in circulation- and thousands 

more are added each and every day. Not all of  these are necessarily cut 

to the highest attainable cut grades, and many older diamonds are 

often scratched, chipped or really just badly cut. 

 

As a jewelry professional- you come across many of  these as you 

appraise or clean jewelry- or when you are working on a repair or 

redesign of  a Customer’s piece of  jewelry. 

 

Imagine not only restoring their piece of  jewelry- but also improving 

the light performance or appearance of  their diamond? Imagine the 

incredible word-of-mouth and social media impact this could generate 

for your store- especially if  the diamond was purchase online or from 

your competitor?  
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Know the difference between a restoration, simple repair/re-polish 

and a full re-cut. Know your diamonds! #KnowYourCutter 

 

Chips, breaks, bearded girdles, cracks or fractures- depending on the 

damage could be anywhere from a minor repair to a major repair or 

full re-cut- any diamond that needs to be profiled will always be a full 

recut.  When planning a full re-cut, factors such as weight thresholds 

and possible clarity gains are important considerations. 

 

Scratches, nicks abrasions, pits, lizard skins, rough girdles* and burn 

marks will generally fall under minor repair/re-polish. 

 

* Faceting girdles could very often lead to (marginal) color gains.    

* Diamonds best-suited would be in the H-J color range. 
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Do you offer jewelry repair or redesign?  

 

Have you considered creating new revenue streams through offering 

diamond restoration (re-cut, repair & re-polish) to your service 

offering- whether you’re a custom jewelry manufacturer, goldsmith, 

retailer, appraiser or diamond dealer. 

 

Adding this offering will greatly enhance your existing custom design, 

redesign and repair service offering- ensuring that your Customers’ 

heirlooms are restored to their former glory, or re-cut or repaired to 

the highest possible grades. 

 

Talk to your diamond cutter- or talk to us. 
 
ideal@masterdiamondcutters.com | +1 (844) 769-2648 toll-free | +1 (306) 980-5387 text 
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Making Sense of  off-the-street diamonds 

 

Know Your Cutter 

 

Love for Resale: A look into the Recycle Diamond Industry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Talk to your diamond cutter- or talk to us. 
 
ideal@masterdiamondcutters.com | +1 (844) 769-2648 toll-free | +1 (306) 980-5387 text 
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